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Historical Background:
In the aftermath of bias related violence that took place in Howard Beach and other parts of the state, The New York State Governor’s Task Force on Bias Related Violence was formed by New York Governor Mario Cuomo by signing Executive Order 90 on February 6, 1987. The task force was charged to research and study bias related incidents and the response to them throughout New York State. It was further charged to present recommendations related to education, law enforcement and legislation, which it presented in a final report, published in 1988.

Brief Description of the Records:
These records were created during the course of work of that committee. The files include transcripts of public hearings that took place throughout the state in 1987-1988 and executive hearings in the summer of 1987 (boxes 1-2). The bulk of the collection consists of research files of publications and reports on bias related violence, targeted groups and programs throughout the country. Also in these files is information on bias related incidents as well as surveys made of district attorneys from several New York Counties.

See also:
Box listing

Box 1- Transcripts of public hearings - 1987
  March 12
  March 26
  April 9
  April 10
  April 23
  April 24
  April 30
  May 1
  May 6
  May 12
  May 14
  May 21
  May 28
  September 29
  October 22
  December 3
  December 22

Box 2 Transcripts of public hearings - 1988
  January 10
  January 14
  January 31
  February 8
  February 23
  March 2
  March 6

Transcripts of Executive sessions
  June 10, 1987
  July 10, 1987

39th annual conference of the International Association of Official Human Rights Agencies
  Transcript July 13, 1987

New York (State). Governor’s Task Force on Bias-Related Violence.: Final report, 1988
  [also available at: Reference - HV 6793 .N5 N53 1988]

Administrative files
  DCJS Comments
  Task force bias bill copies executive order
  HRD Bias reports
  Martin L. King Center
  State of the State
  GTF Prelim Recommendations
  Report promotion
  Task force Interim report
Box 3- Research Files

District Attorney Research Files

NIJ Assessment of Victim/witness assistance programs
McLeod victim cooperation
DA Survey – open ended committee
Holtzman DA
DA Interviews
Bronx Gentile NYC Speech
Queens bias related cases
DCUS Bias monitoring program
NY State Incident reporting proposal
Bias crime in Minn.
Tyler “Perceived injustice in Court”
Nassau County DA
DA Stats Kings County
DA Questionnaire
Suffolk County DA
Bronx DA Kluger
Brooklyn DA
Hubert Queens DA
DA Manhattan

Legislation Research

Eve Bias Crime Bill
Agg. Harassment Case Law
DA Associate BRV bills
Idaho Terrorist Control Act
HR 993 VCR bill
US Congress HR hearings Increasing Violence against minorities 1980
US House Judiciary Document list
Hate Crime Statistics Act Hearings – US Congress
Case law – bias incidents

Research articles and reports

USCCR Intimidation and violence
NYC police harassment of homosexuals
Jones. Racial discrimination
Lasson Racial defamation
Delgado epithets as crime
Gay litigants
Racially motivated violence and federal law
Jones Racially motivated crime and the 13th amendment
Religious desecration
Religious vandalism
Penn crime commission

Striking back at bigotry: remedies under federal and state law for violence motivated by racial, religious, and ethnic prejudice [also avail Stacks - KF4749 .S77 1986]

Bias incident reports

Police bias coding
NYC bias reports 1986, 1987
NYC Bias summaries
NYC Bias reports incident lists 1987
Suffolk county chronological bias reports
Suffolk county quarterly reports

Box 4- Research Files
Mario Cuomo Message to the legislature January 6, 1988
Newscellipings
Crime report forms Nassau county
NYS S-4739 Reporting Bias Incidents
Horowitz meeting
Nassau County Bias Crime Unit
Bias Crime Units Markman NYC
NYC Bias Unit Computer Codes
AJC Suffolk Coutny Investigation
Suffolk Police Howoritz firing
USCRC Police misconduct
Law Enforcement Questions
Police discipline England punishment
Minneaplis Police Issues
Police Use of Force
Police Bias motivated incidents
[Racial Discrimination in the Criminal Justice System 1987 – removed for cataloging]
[Response of the Criminal Justice System to Bias Crime: an Exploratory View 1987 removed for cataloging]
[NYPD Annual Report 1986 – removed for cataloging]
Police Department
NY State Law
NY State Div. of Probation directory
Fox – upstate meetings
NY State Corrections reports
Sample comments in draft
Poole, violence in Juvenile Institutions
Sherri’s annual reports
Petersilia Racial disparities in the criminal justice system
Lockwood Sexual Assault in Prison
Bortillas White victim in corrections
Solanoi Curle v ward
Willcox Prioner Sexual assault
Jacobs Racial Integration in Prison
[ADL Extremism Targets in Prisons – removed for cataloging]
Carroll Race and Prison Organisations
Carrier Indiv. Violence in Prisons
Torres a new look at the Hispanic offender
Report to Governor Mario M. Cuomo : the disturbance at Ossining Correctional Facility, Jan. 8-11, 1983
[also available at Reference - HV 9475 .N72 S548 1983]
Prison violence
Penn. Inter-agency meetings
Penn Inter agency Human Rights Act
Penn Inter agency Correspondence
Pennsylvania reporting materials
Penn Inter agency Police Training
Penn Inter agency task force
Penn Inter agency Community to Community
Montgomery County report
Mass Civil rights
Mass.
Report and Recommendations of the California Fair Employment and Housing Commission
LA Schools Hate crime
Victimization Personal experiences
Genesee County Victim Services

Box 5 – Research files
Gay and Lesbian Violence,
Philadelphia
Community United Against Violence
New Jersey
Services and Organizations directory
Yale Study
Police/Gay community relations report
Gay Lesbian Victimization Pending Manhattan DA 1980-85
Philadelphia Gay and Lesbian Task force
Herek articles
Testimony of Karin Berill 1987
Miller and Humphreys
Philadelphia Courant Anti-gay violence issue
Barbara Fox testimony
Anti-discrimination and anti-violence hotline Philadelphia
Testimony Wertheimer
Maine survey
Philadelphia lesbian and gay task force reports
Racially motivated violence

Asian Violence
Asian women violence
Asian violence
Coalition against anti-Asian violence

Anti-Semitic Violence
ADL audit 1986, 1987
AJC Task force
Anti-Semitism testimony
ADL Hate Movement today
ADL The Record
ADL KKK and neo Nazis
ADL Security Handbook
ADL Hate Crimes
ADL Hate Crimes and Law Enforcement

Law enforcement
NOBLE Racial and Religion a model law enforcement
Div CJ Services Training Materials

Box 6 Research and Administrative Files

Higher Education
SUNY commission report
Columbia Racial incident
U Mass Incident Investigation
Race in Higher Education: ASU
Higher Ed – Miscellaneous
Mass. Campus reports
Higher Ed. – Michigan
Syracuse University Anti-Semitism
Spencer “Jap Baiting on Campus”
Conference on Good Programs for Minorities
Campus Security Diversity
Higher Ed SUNY Public Safety letter
Higher ed GTF
U Mass training
Dispute resolution Higher Education
School mediation associates
Maryland Racial Attitudes Codebook
NY State Higher Education Demographics
Maryland Higher Education Survey
Correspondence
Higher Ed Correspondence and Survey
Research Proposals John Jay
Opinion Polling Organizations
NYU Conference Racially Motivated Violence
NIAPV Bibliography
Howard Beach Survey
National Coalition Building Institute
Ethical Culture Schools
Address lists
Equity Institute
American Jewish committee
Human rights Resource Center
Anti-Gay anti-lesbian Bibliography
References

Administrative files
Bishop Moore Presentation
Vera Institute
Inquiries
Current Contacts
DA’s correspondence
Monitoring System notes
Report Writing notes
Report and Comments
Victim Services
Judiciary
GTF Higher Ed report
Notes and drafts
Police Brutality

Box 7- Publications
45 softcover books, reports, pamphlets and journal issues, many removed for cataloging